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Abstract
Most of meta-learning methods assume that a set of tasks in the meta-training
phase is sampled from a single dataset. Thus, when a new task is drawn from
another dataset, the performance of meta-learning methods is degraded. To alleviate
this effect, we introduce a task-adaptive ensemble network that aggregates metalearners by putting more weights on the learners that are expected to perform
well to the given task. Experiments demonstrate that our task-adaptive ensemble
significantly outperforms previous meta-learners and their uniform averaging.

1

Introduction

The primary interest of this paper is few-shot classification: the objective is to learn a function that
classifies each instance in a query set Q into N classes in a support set S, where each class has K
trainable examples. The episodic training strategy [14, 12] generalizes to a novel task by learning a
set of tasks E = {Ei }Ti=1 , where Ei is the ith episode (a tuple of Q and S) and T is the number of
training elements. A common practice to train/validate a meta-learner has a major limitation, where
tasks in the phase of meta-training/-test are sampled from the same dataset. Similar to supervised
learning in which training and test distributions are typically matched, meta-learning implicitly
assumes that tasks from meta-training/-test share the similar high-level concepts. Then, the learner
performs poorly to a novel task that does not share common attributes of the tasks in meta-training.
Rather than learning with a single dataset, we expect that meta-learners trained from multiple datasets
perform robustly to a novel task, because it is possible that the novel task and some of the tasks in
meta-training could share attributes. Yet, a naïve training from diverse sets does not perform well
because the model considers many irrelevant tasks. To alleviate the effects, an obvious approach
is to retrieve similar ones of a novel task and to train a meta-learner from them. This may perform
well enough to the target task, but we observe some limitations: (i) learning an appropriate metric
between datasets is quite challenging and (ii) a meta-learner is always trained from scratch whenever
a new task is given. Instead of selecting similar datasets, it is better to keep multiple meta-learners
trained from datasets and determine how to aggregate them effectively. This encourages us to build
an ensemble of meta-learners where weights are adaptively determined when a novel task is given.
The major concern of building such model is that the model has to determine the weights while it
glimpses the target task, contrast to the regular supervised learning which has abundant validating
examples to evaluate the base learners. To solve this, we train the model to learn how to ensemble
given an episode. More specifically, our ensemble meta-learner is established by putting more weight
on the base-learner that is expected to perform well to the tasks in the meta-test phase. To evaluate the
model given a small number of instances, we employ the embedding structure of an episode which
can be an indicator of model performance. Then, a task-adaptive ensemble network is introduced such
that more attention is given to meta-learners based on their embeddings. Since our model determines
how to ensemble by observing the behavior of task-given meta-learners, it can be viewed as a similar
idea of meta-recognition system [11] that analyzes and predicts the recognition system based on their
outputs. Hence, learning to evaluate meta-learners can be considered as two layers of meta-learning.
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Our contribution is two-fold: (i) we point out a major limitation of the conventional approaches
and propose TAEML as a solution, such that the ensemble weights on base meta-learners are taskadaptively determined (ii) we observe that our ensemble network achieves the best performance
among the state-of-the-art algorithms, including a uniform averaging of multiple meta-learners.
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2.1

Proposed Method
Task-Adaptive Ensemble of Meta-Learners (TAEML)

We introduce the network that takes embedding of an episode produced by a base meta-learner to
M
determine the ensemble weight, denoted as fe : {ζ m }M
m=1 → [0, λ] , where M is the number of
learners, λ is a scale parameter, and ζ m means representation of (Q, S) with the mth base-learner.
We choose the prototypical network [12] as a base meta-learner, because a task is well-represented by
residuals between a set of prototypes and queries:
[ζ m ]i,j,: = (η qi − η pj ) (η qi − η pj ),
(1)
where denotes an element-wise product, ζ m ∈ RNQ ×N ×d1 means the representation of an episode
from the mth base meta-learner with NQ queries. η qi and η pj denote d1 -dimensional vectors of the
ith query and jth prototype, respectively. We remark that our representation does not depend on
K and is easily obtained from the last layer of the mth prototypical network. Note that our model
is invariant to the type of base meta-learner and can be expanded to gradient-based meta-learning
models [3, 9] or more well-performing meta-learners [13].
We now introduce our ensemble prediction denoted as pe (E) ∈ [0, 1]NQ ×N , which is a stack of
predicted class probabilities of each query. It is formally defined as below:
!
M
X
[pe (E)]q = softmax
fe (ζ m ; θ)pm (xq |S) ,
(2)
m=1

where [pe (E)]q refers an ensemble prediction of the qth query that is a weighted combination of
pm (q, S), which is the predicted class probability of mth base learner. The weight on the mth base
learner is determined by fe (ζ m ; θ) ∈ [0, λ] that denotes our ensemble network parameterized by θ.
The objective function for training TAEML is then introduced as follows:
"
#
1 X
arg max ER∼D EE∼R
yq,n log pe (E)q,n ,
NQ q,n
θ

(3)

where D refers the distribution of datasets, R means a single dataset, and E represents an episode.
And, yq,n denotes a one-hot vector of the nth dimension of qth query’s label. Similarly, pe (E)q,n
denotes the nth component of qth query’s ensemble prediction. We employ the cross entropy loss
over an episode between the true label and ensemble prediction.
We remark that the ensemble network in TAEML is trained in a transductive setting. In the perspective
of regularization, it is better to find the ensemble weights that generally work well in the similar
tasks. TAEML is then designed to take a set of queries as an input, instead of a single query. In
other words, this generates episodic-wise coefficients for the base learners. While testing, the model
makes a prediction either in transductive or non-transductive way by limiting the number of queries.
A transductive meta-learner [10] is recently proposed by employing a neighborhood structure of
queries. Yet, this does not take into account how to establish a task-adaptive ensemble network in a
transductive setting.
2.2

Network Structure

TAEML is a simple multilayer perceptron that maps ζ m into a single scalar. For ease of implementation, our network is designed as a convolutional neural network. Figure 1 graphically shows
M
how to transform the residuals {ζ m }M
m=1 into [0, λ] . Specifically, TAEML is composed of two
convolutional layers, a global average pooling layer, and a dense layer. First, a residual ζ m is
processed by (1, N )-size convolution filters along queries, with d2 output channels. Then, 1-by-1
convolution with depth d3 is employed to reduce the number of channels, which is followed by a
pooling layer that averages the vectors of all queries. The final dense layer produces an ensemble
weight for each base meta-learner.
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Figure 1: A network structure of TAEML that produces the ensemble weights for the base metalearners. The inputs of network are a query set Q and support set S. Each meta-learner generates
the representation of an episode ζ m , which are fed into a series of convolutional, pooling, and dense
layers. The output of TAEML is a set of ensemble coefficients on each base meta-learner.

2.3

Training Strategy

We now describe our training procedure for TAEML, which is trained in an episodic way. We are
given M training datasets, where classes are split into two subsets for training the base meta-learners
and TAEML. Before training the TAEML, each base meta-learner is trained from a single dataset,
and their parameters are fixed throughout the training procedure. After that, a single dataset (but
exclusively split) is randomly drawn from M datasets, and an episode is sampled from it to optimize
Eq. 3. We then obtain the input of TAEML, {ζ i }M
i=1 , from M pretrained meta-learners, and update
the parameters by minimizing the cross entropy between the ensemble prediction (Eq. 2) and the
labels of the sampled queries in the episode, with learning rate β.
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3.1

Experiment
Datasets and Model Configurations

We used five benchmark datasets (CIFAR100 [6], VOC2012 [1], AwA2 [16], Caltech256 [4], Omniglot [7]) for meta-training/validation, and used other datasets (CIFAR10 [6], miniImageNet [2],
CUB200 [15], Caltech101 [4], MNIST [8]) for meta-test. In former datasets, 80% of classes in each
dataset were randomly chosen to train base meta-learners, and rest 20% of classes to train TAEML.
All of the images were resized to 84-by-84 and converted to three-channel images. We employed
dataset-specific prototypical networks for base meta-learners of TAEML.
We compared TAEML into dataset-specific prototypical networks and meta-learners trained from
multiple datasets. In addition, we compared a uniform averaging of dataset-specific prototypical
networks to validate that our task-adaptive ensemble does not rely on a trivial averaging. Hyperparameters used in prototypical network were identical to the original implementation except that the
output of the last layer were l2 normalized to improve the performance. We set hyperparameters
of TAEML as follows: d2 = 512, d3 = 128, λ = 102 , fixed learning rate β = 10−4 , using Adam
optimizer [5] with 15 queries for each class.
3.2

Results

Table 1 shows 10-way 5-shot classification accuracy of TAEML and several baselines. We validated
two types of TAEML (BQ = 1 and BQ = 30): each of them sequentially evaluates BQ queries
from NQ queries in the meta-test phase, where NQ is equal to 150. We measured the averaged
classification accuracy of 600 episodes randomly sampled from each test dataset.
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Table 1: 10-way 5-shot classification results of TAEML and baselines. TAEML outperforms all
baselines in case of CUB200, CIFAR10, Caltech101, and miniImagenet (abbreviated as mImgnet).
MetaMeta-test
Model
training
MNIST CUB200 CIFAR10 Caltech101 mImgnet
AwA2
0.686
0.374
0.261
0.545
0.330
0.781
0.280
0.461
0.597
0.337
CIFAR100
Dataset-specific
Omniglot
0.778
0.173
0.173
0.320
0.220
Prototypical Net
VOC2012
0.688
0.263
0.246
0.491
0.302
Caltech256
0.806
0.394
0.322
0.776
0.432
Prototypical Net
0.780
0.417
0.362
0.751
0.430
MAML
0.821
0.361
0.415
0.706
0.409
Multiple
Uniform Averaging
0.797
0.402
0.381
0.730
0.438
datasets
TAEML (BQ = 1)
0.813
0.415
0.454
0.770
0.447
TAEML (BQ = 30)
0.812
0.429
0.466
0.788
0.461
CUB200
CIFAR10
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Table 2: Accuracy of TAEML (BQ = 15) in
5-way classification task sampled from miniImagenet of which non-overlapping classes are
included in the meta-training.

fe ( )
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CIFAR100
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Model
ProtoNet-single
ProtoNet-multiple
Uniform Averaging
TAEML

VOC2012 Caltech256

Figure 2: Ensemble coefficients (vertical axis)
on base meta-learners trained from the associated datasets (horizontal axis) for 10-way 5-shot
TAEML (BQ = 30).

1-shot
0.507
0.478
0.449
0.512

5-shot
0.679
0.663
0.655
0.698

Figure 2 shows the average ensemble weights on each base meta-learners of TAEML (BQ = 30),
where each meta-learner corresponds to the dataset used in meta-training. When there exists a
relevant dataset to the target task, TAEML tended to assign relatively high attention to the dataset.
We observed that the weight on CIFAR100 is much higher than the ones on other datasets, given
the target task from CIFAR10. On the contrary, TAEML assigned weights more evenly for the tasks
sampled from CUB200, compared to the ones from CIFAR10. The average weights are well aligned
to their substantive performance on the target dataset, which cannot be inferred in advance since the
validating examples are given as a single episode.
Table 2 shows 5-way few-shot miniImagenet classification to validate that our model improves
the performance in the conventional setting by adding supplementary datasets. In this experiment,
miniImagenet dataset is into meta-training, meta-validation, and meta-test as in [12], each of the split
is used to train base-learners, train TAEML, and test respectively. And, the datasets used in 10-way
5-shot classification task are added in each split. We randomly shuffled validation/test set 5 times
and reported average accuracy in each 600 episodes. While naïvely adding datasets degenerates the
model performance (ProtoNet-multiple and Uniform Averaging), our model performs robustly by
adjusting the coefficient for the base learners even if added datasets are not relevant to the target one.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a task-adaptive ensemble of meta-learners, referred to as TAEML for
few-shot classification. We observed that a common practice for meta-learning has a major limitation;
tasks used in training and testing are sampled from the same dataset. To resolve this critical issue, we
tackled a challenging problem in which a test task is sampled from a novel dataset. We then proposed
an ensemble network that learns how to adaptively aggregate base meta-learners for the given task.
Extensive experiments on diverse datasets confirm that TAEML outperforms other baselines.
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